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The important role of the Polya-Turan inequalities has again emerged in 
recent papers of Csordas et al. [l], Csordas and Varga [2], and 
Matiyasevich [S]. The point is that verification of sufficiently strong 
moment inequalities would establish the Riemann Hypothesis. This fact, to 
be explained below, is given in a 1927 paper of G. Polya [9] which is a 
report of previous work of Jensen on the Riemann Hypothesis. 
In this paper, we utilize a classical result of Hilbert to generate more 
general inequalities than those given in [l] and [2]. That such a 
possibility might exist was suggested in [4] and [S]. 
We also examine the Turanian of a class of weighted Jensen polynomials 
and establish nonnegativity of some of the coefftcients of such polynomials. 
We conjecture that all of the coefficients are nonnegative. 
We start with the statement of the following result. 
THEOREM 1. Let 
F(z)=2 TX cos(zt) Q(t) dt, 
JO 
where 
Q(t) =4 f (2n47c2 es’ - 3n2n e5’) exp( - n27c e4’). (2) 
n=l 
Let H(u, v) be a homogeneous polynomial which is nonnegative for real u and 
v. Form the generalized Matiyasevich representation 
D = D(H) =Ja Im (v - u) H(u, v) Q(u) Q(v) j” (g(t)/@@(t)‘)) dt du dv, 
0 0 u 
(3) 
where g(t)=t[(@‘(t))*-@(t)@“(t)]+@(t)@’(t). Then D20. 
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As done in [2], we can replace G(t) by Y = 8’f(it) G(t), where f$O 
is of the form 
f(z)=CzZrn fi (1 -z’/z,‘) 
j= 1 
with M6 co, C, z,:’ < co, zj real, z, # 0. Note also that in the generalized 
Matiyasevich representation Csordas and Varga [2] as well as 
Matiyasevich [S] consider the case H(u, u) = (uo)~“(u~ - u’) = u~“v~“+~ - 
z42n+2~2n. We later make various other choices of H(u, u) in order to 
generate the desired inequalities. 
In (3), it is easy to see that the inner integral can be rewritten as 
/;(g(t)/(t@(t))2)dt=J” -$#q)/t@(r))dt=[;-f$$]. (4) 
u 
We want to adroitly choose H(u, u) in (3) in order to generate useful 
moment inequlities. Our choices are motivated by the following result of 
Hilbert [S, sect. 2.231. 
LEMMA 1. Let H(u, v) be a homogeneous polynomial, nonnegative for u 
and v real. Then 
where the Pi(u, v) are real polynomials. 
Incidentally, it is known that the above lemma is not true when the 
assumption of homogeneity is dropped. An explicit example appears in 
c121. 
With F and @ given in (1) and (2), Polya [ 121 states a number of condi- 
tions known to be equivalent to the condition that F(z) has only real zeros 
(i.e., The Riemann Hypothesis). One such condition is 
cc 00 
I s @+ fib @(a) @(/?)(a - /?)2n da d/j 2 0, -cc -cc (5) 
for all real values of x and all n = 0, 1,2, . . . . See also [9, p. 173 for other 
equivalent conditions. 
We now write out inequality (5) in terms of the moments of @. Denote 
the moments of @ by 
t”‘W( t) dt 
4091151!1-IO 
(6) 
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which, by integration by parts, give 
-(2m+ l)&P,=jOx t’“+‘@‘(t)dt. 
Here we maintain the notation used in [2]. 
Now, we first show that 
cc cc 
s 5 e’(“+p)X @(a) @(/?)(a - fl)2” dcc dfi -cc -m 
cc cc 
= 
I I ~0s [(a + Bbl @(aI @(iNa - PJ2” dg dP, -m -m 
for all n = 0, 1, 2, . . . . It is well known that @j(t) is an even function of t. We 
show that 
m cc 
s s sin [(a + fi)x] O(U) @(/?)(a - p)‘” da d/l = 0. (7) -cc -cc 
First, using the binomial theorem, we get that 
00 cc 
s s sin [(a + p)x] @(a) @(/?~)(a - /?)2” dcl dfi -cc -m 
sin [(cr + j?)x] @(a) G(p) ct1B2n-‘da d/i’ 
co cc 
X s I (a+/?)2p+’ @(a) @(/I) a’jlZn-‘da d/i’ --m -ixI 
= f (-1)” ; (-1)’ 
p=o c%+ 1Y ,=o (2tY) 2;$; (““) 
co cc 
X s I 
@(Co @j(p) a’+92(P+‘+(j+0+1 da d/j 
-cc -cc 
m (-1)P 2n 
=p5)(2P+lY,4 
c w(2;)2;~01(2~:‘) 
X 
s 
Oc ai+‘@ da r_“, gZ(P+n)-(j+l-l)~(/J)da. 
-m 
Now, 
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i 
Cc 
a’+‘@(a) da = 0 
-m 
unless j+ 1 is an even integer, and when j+ 1 is an even integer 
2(p+I)-(j+I- 1) is odd, in which case 
s Oc pzcp+n)~(jfI-I)(P(B)dp=o. -cc 
In conclusion, (7) holds. As a result 
cc ov 
I s [cos(a + /?)x] @(a) @( P)(a - j)‘” da d/? -00 -cc 
(a + /Q2”(a - P)‘“@(a) @(a) da dp x2p 
m 
X p 2(P+‘+(l++jj(fi) d/j 
--m 
a’+‘W(a) da ir 
-m 
Noting that jYoD a’+m @(a) da =0 and JEm /?2(p+“)--(‘+m)Qj( /I) d/l = 0 
unless I+ m is an even integer, we write the sum above as 
X ~“a2(~fm~~2~(~)da~~a~2~P+~-(~+~)i21~(~)d~)X2p 
0 
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Thus inequality (5) can be restated by having the sum (8) nonnegative for 
all real x and all n = 0, 1, 2... . 
While of course we do not establish that the sum in (8) is nonnegative, 
we do generalize inequalities given in [ 1,2] involving the moments of @. 
We now prove Theorem 1. 
Proof: By Theorem 2.1 of [2], log @(t”*) is strictly concave for 
TV (0, co). That is, 
J$ (log Q(Y)) < 0 (9) 
on (0, co). But (9) is equivalent to having g(t) > 0 for t > 0 which Csordas 
and Varga demonstrated in [2, Theorem 3.111. But, since 
-g-Z)= -4t{~logm(.‘.‘)i._,l} 
for t > 0, we have that 
d 
dt 
for t > 0. By (4) and Lemma 1, D(H) > 0. The proof is complete. 
We now specialize the homogeneous polynomial H(u, u) occurring in 
Theorem 1 to take certain forms. First we take 
@N-2LuN+2L)2] 
which for N> 2L is a nonnegative polynomial for u and v real that is 
homogeneous of degree 2N. 
By Theorem 1, (4), and (6) we get 
x (II*-u2) @J(u) D(u) --- 
’ 
since 
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is a homogeneous polynomial of degree 4N that is nonnegative for u and 
v real. Continuing, 
Continuing, 
ZN-4r-lU2N+4r+2~yU) qu) 
+u 2N-4r+2v2N+4r--1(U) Q’(v)] du dv 
s 
cc 
u~~-~~--@‘(u) du v~~+~~+~@(v) du 
0 
00 
- 
i 
u 
0 
2N-4r+1 Q’(u) du Iom v2N+4r@(v) dv 
s 00 - 0 ~~~~~‘@(u)duj~ v~~+~~+~@‘(u)~v 0 
+jmu 
0 
2N-4r+2@(u) du[om v2N+4r-t@f(v) dv] 
which, again, is nonnegative. Note that the r = 0 term in the preceding sum 
iS -2(2N-1)fjNm16,+, +2(2N+ l)(6,)2=2(2N+ 1)[(6,)‘-((2N- l)/ 
(2N+1))6 N , N+l] which is considered in [l, 2,8]. - b 
Another choice for H(u, v) is H(u, v) = (u’- u’)(u’+ u’)‘~(u~ - v’)‘~. As 
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H(u, u) represents a homogeneous polynomial that is nonnegative for u and 
u real, substitution of H(u, u) produces a nonnegative integral. Specifically, 
X 
s 
” g( t)/(t@( t))’ dt du do 
21 
=sEo r~o(4)(2~)(2~)~~j~ (U2)r+s(u2)2(m+N)-(r+s) 
x cqu) @(u)(u’-22) 
[ 
@‘(u) Q’(u) dudu ~-- 
u@(u) u@(u) 1 
33 cc 
X s I CU 2(r+S)u2C2(m+N)-(r+s)]+2_U 2(r+s)+2u2C2(m+N)-(r+s)] 1 0 0 
X 
[ 
Q’(u) Q(u) @(u)@‘(u) - 
24 0 1 du du 
- I” u2(~+~,@(u)du~z u2[2(m+N)~(r+5)1+l~‘(u)dU 
0 0 
+s’; 0 ~2(r+“i2@(u)dujb”u2~*(‘=+N)-(r+s~l]+l,3+,~~u] 
+(2r+2s+l)& r+sS2(m+N)--(I.+S)+(4(m+N) 
-22(r+s)+1)6,+,62(,+N)-(,+,) 
+(4(m+N)-2(r+s)-1)6 6 r+s+l 2(m+N)-(r+s)-I 
which is nonnegative. Note that the second and third terms in the brackets 
can be added, yet the first and fourth cannot. Note also that the sum over 
these moments 6,+ sS2Cm +N) - Cr + sJ is reminiscent of the inner two summa- 
tions occurring in (8). 
In the case that H(u, V) is not homogeneous on a compact interval, there 
is a representation for positive polynomials given in Hardy, et al. [S] and 
Pblya [lo], a special case of which is attributed to Hausdorff. 
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LEMMA 2. If a (nonhomogeneous) polynomial is positive on the compact 
set u30, ~20, u+v< 1, then 
P(u,v)=~c(nl,n2,n3)univ”z(l-(u+v))n3, 
where the coefficients c(n,, n2, n3) are positive and the exponents n,, n2, n3 
are nonnegative. 
One is tempted to replace H(u, v) in (3) by 
P(u, v) = (uv)2m [ 1 - (u + v)]‘” 
=(ulp 5 (2;)(-l)~~0(~)~mt+m 
I=0 
in order to prove positivity of the resulting generalized Matiyasevich 
representation. Unfortunately, one will lose the positivity of P off the com- 
pact set. Nevertheless, substitution of P(u, v) into (3) yields 
/go j. (:“)(A) (- l)’ 
X u 2p+m-1@‘(u)dujo~ v2J’+t--m+Z@(v)dv 
- u2p+m-1@‘(u)du joa v2p+‘--m+2@(v)dv 
s 00 - 0 u2p+m@(u) du jm v2p+‘~m+‘@‘(v) dv 0 
+(2p+m+~)~p+~~2~p+~~~,~~2+(2~+~-m+1)~p+,,2~p+,,~,,,2 
-(2p+Z-m-1)6 6 p+(m/2)+1 p+((I--m)/2)-1 I. 
There is also a representation for homogeneous polynomials Q(u, u) that 
are strictly positive for u > 0, u 2 0, u + v > 0. This representation may be 
found in Pblya’s paper [lo] and in [S, Theorem 561. 
LEMMA 3. Let Q(u, v) be a homogeneous polynomial with real coef- 
ficients that is strictly positive for u > 0, v 2 0, u + v > 0. Then 
Q(u, u) = Q, (u, v)I(u + ulr, 
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where Q, (u, v) is a homogeneous polynomial with positive coefficients and r 
is a suitably chosen positive integer. 
Provided that the integral in (3) converges, Theorem 1 remains true if we 
allow H(u, v) given in (3) to be of the form Q(u’, II’), where Q has the form 
given by Lemma 3. Indeed, that this is the case was stated in [S]. 
We now give an example which shows that it is possible to obtain 
moment inequalities for infinite sums. Let 
H(u, 0) = (u2 + v2)2N exp( - (u’ + u~)~) 
=~~0(-l)“(uii’)2~‘(u2+v2)2~/m!. 
where N is a nonnegative integer. Let 
D(H) = jam joa H(u, u) Q(u) @(u)(u2 - u2) I” g(t)/(t@(t))’ dt du du, 
u 
where @ is given by (2) and 
Then 
1. The integral representing D(H) converges; 
2. D(H) 20. 
Remarks. 
1. The inequality D(H) 2 0 in the above example can be written in 
terms of the moments of CD as 
m~o~-~)“ol r 5 (-lY(2:)(2y) /=o r=O 
xC-2(r+~)-1)~,+,-l~2,,+,,-,,+,,~ l 
+(4(m+N)+2)~,+,~,(,+,,~(,+,, 
-(4(m+N)-(r+Z)-1)6 6 r+l+l Z(m+N)-(r+/)-1 120. 
2. One can of course omit the factor (v’ - u’) in the above as well as 
choose H(u, u) = (u’ + v2)2N cash (2(u* - v~)~) and obtain similar moment 
inequalities. 
3. By choosing the correct H(u, v) and g(t), one would like to prove 
that the sum in (8) is nonnegative as has been done in the above example. 
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It is elementary that the conclusion obtained for the above example hold. 
First of all, as H(u, v) is nonnegative for u and u real, D(H) > 0 as in 
Theorem 1. Second, for the convergence, let x = (u’ - u~)~. It is well known 
that for any x > 0 and any integer g > 1, 
eC’dl-x+ ... +(-l)“(xg/g!)+xgfl/(g+l)! 
6 1 +x+ ... +(xg+l/(g+ l)!). 
As a result 
cc cc 
s s eC(“2-u2)2(u2 + u~)~~@(u) @(u)(u’- 2.4’) 0 0 
X 
so 
g( t)/( t@( 2))‘) dt du do 
u 
g+l cc Cc 
a I s (u’- u2)2qu2+ )‘“(j!)-Qqu) @(u)(u2- 24’) 
j=O O 0 
s ” X g( t)/( t@( t))2 dt du dv u 
and the dominant integral converges, since it represents a finite sum of 
moments of @. 
Next, we examine the Turanian of a class of weighted Jensen polyno- 
mials. That is, for n = 1, 2, 3 . . . . define 
n 6 
+ + . . . ( ) n-1 fi, n- 1 (2n-2)! t+(2n)! 1 (10) 
for t real, where 
LjZ jy; t”@(t) dt 
0 
and G(t) is given by (2). These weighted polynomials differ from the usual 
Jensen polynomials [9, p. 181 in that hj is replaced by hj/(2j)!, j = 0, . . . . n. 
The Turanian of these polynomials is defined by 
T,(t)= V’n(t))2-Fn-dt) F,+,(t). (11) 
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Now, long and tedious calculations show that 
[ ( 
6,-J, L26”4 
+t @-l) (2n-2)! (2n)!-(2~4)! (2n+2)! )I 
+~2~-4[(~-~~(:;(~)‘-~~-~)] 
+i’[wl(;((~:;)!) 
(n-2) Jn-3hn+l 6 n-2 6 n -- 
2 (2n-6)! (2n+2)!-(2n-4)! (2n)! )I 
+t 
2n-5 2n(n-l)(n-2)&i, 
I! 
(n-l)(n-2)(n-3)&J, -- 
3! 4! 6! 3! lo! 
(n-l)(n-2)(n+3)6,6, - 
3! 2! 8! 1 
6,-26,-, 
(2n-4)! (2n-2)! 
(n - l)(n - 2)(n - 3) k-4&+ 1 
3! (2n-8)! (2n+2)! 
(n- l)(n-2)(n+3) 6,-3J, 
- 3! (2n - 6)! (2n)! 1 
+t 2n~6 n(n- l)‘(n-2) 6, * 12 0 g + n(n- l)(n-2)(n-7)h,b, 4! 4! 8! 
(n-l)(n-2)(n-3)(n+2) 6,A, - 
12 2! lo! 
(n-l)(n-2)(n-3)(n-4)506, - 
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+n(n-l)(n-2)(n-7) hn-$ps 
4! (2n - 2)! (2n - 6)! 
(n-l)(n-2)(n-3)(n+2) 6,~$, - 
12 (2n - 8)! (2n)! 
(n - l)(n - 2)(n - 3)(n - 4) Jn--5Sn+ 1 
4! (2n - lo)! (2n + 2)! 1 
+ tzn-’ 6n 
((n-1)!)2 L&i, n- 1 6,6, -- 
3! 4! (n-4)! (n-2)! 6! 8! ( )- n-6 14! 
(n - l)! (3n + 5) J,& (n + l)! b^,& -- 
5!(n-5)! 2! 12! 5!(n-4)!4! lo! 1 
((n - 1)!)2 6,-, 6,-, 
3! 4! (n - 4)! (n - 2)! (2n - 4)! (2n - 6)! 
n-l 
-( 1 
LA”+, 
n-6 (2n- 12)! (2n+2)! 
(n-l)! (3n+5) 6”-s6n (n+ I)! &-A 1 - 
5!(n-5)! (2n- 10)!(2n)!-5!(n-4)! (2n-8)!(2n-2)! 1 
UZM,l 
i 
(n-l)! [n(l-i&q-M] 
+2!(4M+2)! (n-2M)!(2M- l)! A4 
5262, 
+ 4! (4M)! 
n![n(-4M2+10M-2)-4M2+2M-21 
(n-2M+ 1)!(2M-2)! 2(2&I- 1)(2M) 
&J2,- 1 
+6!(4M-2)! 
(n-l)!n![n(-4M2+18M-14)-4M2+6M-81 
3!(2M-l)!(n-2M+2)!(n~2)! > 
LfL2 
+ (2M)!(2M+4)! 
x ((n-l)!)2[n2(2M-2)+n(-2M2-2M-2)] 
( (n - 1 - M)! (n + 1 - M)! (WI + 2)! M! > 
+ ... +(AL)(&;;)!)2] 
+ t2M 
[ 
L2Mdifl ( -(n-l)! [2n-2(2M+ 1)]!(2n+2)! (n- 1-2M)!(2M)! > 
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6 6 
’ [2(n “il)]Y(2n)! i 
(n- l)! 
(n - 2M)! (2M- I )! 
I> 
R h n-2,%4+1 n-l 
+[2(n-2M+ 1)!(2n-2)! 
n![n(-4M2+ lOM-2)-4M2+2M-21 
’ (n-2M+ 1)!(2M-2)! 2(2M- 1)(2M) 
6 6 n--2M+2 11-2 
+[2(n-2M+2)]![2(n-2)]! 
( 
(n-l!n![n(-4M2+18M-14]-4M2+6M-81 
X 
3!(2M-l)!(n-2M+2)!(n-2)! ! 
6 n-M- 16,,- M+I 
+ ‘.‘+[2(n-M-1)]![2(n-M+l)]! 
X 
(n- 1)*[n2(2M-2)+n(-2M2-2M-2)] 
(n- 1 -M)!(n+ 1 -M)!(M+2)! M! 
+ t2” - 2M -- 3 6 2M+162n![n(-2M2+3M+1)-M(2M+l)-l] 
[2(2M+ l)]! 4!(2M+ l)!(n-2M)! 
+ ( 
6,,6,(n- l)!(n- 1)[n2(-4M2+ 14M-6) 
+a(-2M(2M- l)-6)] ) 
(4M)! 6!(n-2M+ 1)!(2M)! 3! 
( 
b,,,,-,b,(n-l)!n![n(-4M2+22M-22) 
-4M2+6M-141 > 
+(4M-2)!8!4!(n-2M+2)!(2M-l)!(n-3)!+ “’ 1 
+t 2M+, 6,_,,~,~,n![n(-2M2+3M+1)-M(2M+1)-1] [ [2(n-2M)]![2(n- 1)]!(2M+ l)!(n-2M)! 
( 
6b-2Mflhn-2 (n-l)!(n-l)[n’(-4M2+14M-6) 
+n(-2M(2M- l)-61 > 
+ [2(n-2M+ 1)]![2(n-2)]!(2M)!(n-2M+ l)! 3! 
s,- 2,,,,+2~np3(n-1)!n![n(-4M2+22M-22) 
-4M2+6M- 141 > 
’ [2(n-2M+2)]!(2n-6)!4!(n-2M+2)!(2M- l)!(n-3)! 
(12) 
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It is of interest to know whether or not the following Turan-type 
inequality is true: 
T,(t)>0 for all real t and all n = 1, 2, . . . . 
Having as the goal the determination of whether or not the above 
inequality is true, we make the following 
Conjecture. Let T,,(t) = C&’ A,t’, where the A, are computed 
explicitly in (12). We conjecture that A, b 0 for all 1= 0, . . . . 2n - 2. 
We use variations and extensions of the generalized Matiyasevich 
integral representation (Theorem 1) and give partial results toward a 
verification of this conjecture. It appears that the Matiyasevich representa- 
tion is not strong enough to prove this conjecture. Some of what we can 
prove in given next. 
THEOREM 2. 
(iii) A2=(n--1)(i((2i;)!) 
(n-2) LkZ+l i&6, -- 
2 (2n-6)!(2n+ l)!)-(2n-4)!(2n)! 
20 for n>2; 
1.. ^^  
A for n 32. 
(iv) -(2n-7)6,-,6,+, +66,~,-,+2nS,-,S,-,~O for n>, 3. 
(v) 2[2(n - M) + 1](6,-M)Z 
-2[2(n-M)- l] 6n--MP16nPM+I 
+2[2(n-M)+ l] 6n-2Mbn 
- [2(n-2M)- I] 6n-2M--i6n+, 
-(2n-l)J,-,,+,6,-,>0 for n>4M- 1. 
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(vi) [2(n+p+I)-1]6,+,+, 6 I n-M 
+ P(n+p)- llfi, M+lJitp~ I 
- [2(n-M+l)- l] l;,,+M+,L,&+P 
- [2(n-M)- 116,~ y- l&,+p+,>o 
for n > M and nonnegative integes p and 1. 
Proof. (i) 
( 1 
6, = L, L+, 
(2n)! -(2n-2)! (2n+2)! 
1 = ^ (3 [ (2n- 1)(2n) n A = (2n)! @n)2-(2n+1)(2n+2)LL~n+1 1 
Since 2n/(2n + 2) < 1, as Csordas and Varga [2] prove that 
the result follows. The case 
6, 2 
0 
6062>o 
5 -7 
(13) 
(14) 
follows by taking n = 1 in inequality (13). 
(ii) 
[ 
6,- 16, 6 6 
(n-1) (2n-2)! (2n)!-(2n-:jl(;n+ft2)! 1 
(n-l) 1 
[ 
A (2n-2)(2n-3) 1 - 
=(2n-2)!(2n)! b,~1bn-(2n+l)(2n+2)b”~2b”f’ . 1 
Since (2n - 2)/(2n + 2) < 1, it suffices to show that 
6 .-16"--b3)-*6,+,~0. 
(2n+l) (15) 
But 
[  
1 .  (2n-3) 1 1 
2(2n+l) b,~,6,-(2n+l)b,-2b,+, 1 
=2(2n+1)6,_,6,-2(2n-3)1;,-,h,+, 
= -(2n-3)6,-,6,+,+(2n+l)S,_,fi, 
+(2n+1)6,-,6,-(2n-3)6,-,h,+, 
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= 
s 
m u2~n-23P’(u)dujom ~~“+~@(u)du 
0 
4 
cc 
0 
uZn+‘@‘(u) du jam II”“-“G(u) dv 
-j” u”“-“@(u)du 
s 
cc 
u2n+1@‘(u)du 
0 0 
U2@+%+) du 
s 
m  u2(“-2)+ ‘@‘(u) du 
0 
cc cc = s s [U2(n-2)+1U2(n+‘)~‘(U)~(V)--2n+Iu2(n-1)~’(U)~(u) 0 0 
00 cc 
s s CU 2n-2u2nf2 O’(u) Q(u) G(u) W(u) = 0 0 -u~~+~u~~-*] [ u - u ] dodu 
m m 
= 
s s (uu) 
2(n- 1) co”- u”] qu) qu) @‘(‘) @‘(‘) 1 du dv 0 0 u@(u) ?a(u) 
00 a3 
= I I (uu) 0 0 
*(-[u4- u”] Q(u) Q(u) j” g(t)/(t@(t))‘dt du du 
u 
which, by Theorem 1, is nonnegative. Next, the inequality 
6,6, 6,6, --- 
2! 4! 6! 
>O 
follows by taking n = 2 in inequality (15). 
(iii) Observe 
2 (n-2) &-A+ &-26, 1 -- 
2 (2n-6)!(2n+2)!-(2n-4)!(2n)! 
156 C. I,. PRATHER 
x (g ,),-(n-2)(2n--2)(2n-3)(2n-4)(2n-5)1;,, 
n 
n (2n + 2)(2n + 1)(2n)(2n - 1) 
36 
,I -k I 
2(2n-2)(2n-3)5 - -- 
n (2n)(2n-1) n-2bn . 1 
Now, for n 2 2, 
(n-2) (2~2-2) (2n-3) (2n-4) 2 (2n-2) -~ 
n ‘(2n+2)‘(2n+1)‘2n’i’ 2n 
are all < 1, so to show that the above term is nonnegative, it suffices to 
show that 
(16) 
which is equivalent to 
We shall show that a slightly stronger inequality holds, namely, 
Since 8, _ *h,, > 0, the desired inequality will follow. Now 
- 
s 
O” u*‘“-‘)@(u) du 
0 
-j- u2+ “Q(u) du j+ u2+ “+‘@‘(u) dv 
0 0 
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= 2n-402n+2 + U2n-2U2n] 
cc cc = s s u 2n-4U2n-2Cu4+ 0 0 u’u’] @j(u) Q(u) f” g(t)/(t@(t))’ dr du du > 0 u 
by Theorem 1 since u2nP4~2n-2[~4 + u’o’] is a homogeneous polynomial 
of degree 4n - 2 that is nonnegative for u and u real. This completes the 
proof that A, >, 0, for n 2 2. Next, we show that A,, P4 b 0. To show that 
since (n-2)/n < 1, 2/n < 1 for n > 2, it suffices to show that 
But 
Since (2.3 .4/6.7.8) < 1, i < 1, to show the above quantity is nonnegative, 
it suffices to show that 
This is a special case of inequality (16) with n = 3. This completes the proof 
that A 2n--4>0 for nZ2. 
(iv) We first examine the coefficient A, in order to see what needs to 
be proved to show that it is nonnegative. 
409/151/1-l, 
158 C. L. PRATHER 
2n(n- l)(n-2) l$&, , 
3! (2~4)! (2~2)! 
(n-l)(n-2)(n-3) 6,m r; -4 n+l 
3! (2/z-8)!(2n+2)! 
(n- l)(n-2)(n+3) 6,p36, 
3! (2n - 6)! (2n)! 1 
&AL 
(2~4)!(2n-2)! 
k-4&+ I 6,~36, 
-(n-3+2n-8)!(2n+2)!-(n+3+2n-6)!(2n)! ’ 1 (17) 
We factor out 1/((2n-4)!(2n -2)!) and get 
(n- l)(n-2) 
3! (2n - 4)! (2n - 2)! [ 
2n6 
Hp2s _ 
n , 
p(2n-4)!(2n-2)!(n-3)6 _ 6 
(2n - 8)! (2n + 2)! n 4 n+l 
- (2n-4)!(2n-2)!(n+3)s 6 
(2n - 6)! (2n)! 1 n 3ll’ 
To show that the expression in (17) is nonnegative it suffices to show that 
2n6 _ s ~ -(2n-4)!(2n-2)!(n-3)b 
n 2n 1 (2n - 8)! (2n + 2)! 
6 
n-4 n+l 
(2n-4)! (2n-2)! (n+3)6 ~ 6 
- (2n - 6)! (2n)! n 3n 
is nonnegative. 
Since 
(2n-6)(2n-5)(2n-4)(n-3)< 1 
(2n - 1)(2n)(2n + 1)(2n + 2) 
and 
(2n-4)(n+3)< 1 
(2n - 1)(2n) 
for nk3 
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it suffkes to show that 
We have not yet been able to show this. We can, however, show that 
2n6,~,6,_,+6~,_,~,-(2n-7)~,_,~,+, 
=2n6,_,6,_,-(2n-5)6,6,~, 
+(2n+1)6,-,6,-(2n-7)6,-,6,+, (19) 
is nonnegative. In fact we shall show that the smaller expression 
(2n-1)~,-,~,~~,-(2n-5)6,6,-,+(2n+l)~,-,~, 
-(2n-7)J,-,b,+,>O. 
Indeed, 
(2n-l)~,_,g,_,+(2n+l)~,_,S,-(2n-5)6,6,~,-(2n-7)~,_,6,+, 
=- u~(~-~)+‘@(u)& jam z~~(“-~)@(~)d~ 
- jm u2’“--j@(u) du jom uZn+ ‘W(u) do 
0 
+sw 
u2”@(u) du 
s 
m v2W)+QjyV) dv 
0 0 
+s,, I.4 
2(n-4)+1@‘(~) du joa u*(~+~)@(v) du 
Co m =- I s uZcn- 1)+‘u2(n-2)@‘(~) a(u) du do 0 0 
00 co - s I u~(‘-~)u~~+~@(u) Q’(u) du du 0 0 
+ jow jom .*~~~~“-~~+‘~(u)~‘(u)dudv 
160 C. L. PRATHER 
02 10 
= 
s i 0 0 
u~(~-~)u~(~-~)(u~- d) @p(u) Q(u) Iv g(t)/(t@(t))2 dt du dv. 
u 
Since u~(“-~)v~(~~~)(u~-u~) is homogeneous of degree 4n - 4 that is 
nonnegative for u and v real, u < v the above integral converges for n > 3 
and is nonnegative, by Theorem 1. This completes the proof of (iv). 
(VI 
2[2(n-M)+ l](S,_,)‘-2[2(n-M)- l] &--M-*L-M+, 
+C2(n-2M)+1]~,-,,~,+(2n+1)6,_,,g, 
-[2(n-2M)-1]~,_,,~,~,+,-(2n-l)~,~,,+,~,~, 
cc a 
= 
s s 
[U2(n-M-l)+ly2(n-M+1)~‘(U)~(v) 
0 0 
_ U2(n - Wv2(n - M) + 1 qqu) @‘(u) 
_U2(~~~~)+‘v2(~-~)~~(U)~(v) 
+U2(n-M+1)v2(n~M-l)+1~(U)~‘(u)] dudu 
cx 30 
= 5 I cu 
2(n-M)u2(n--+l)_U2(n-M+l)v2(n--M) 
0 0 
+24 
2(n ~ 2M)V2(n + 1) _ U2(n ~ 2M + 1 )u2n] 
[ 
Q’(u) Q(u) Q(u) @‘(VI du du - 
U V 1 03 cc = N (uv) ‘(“-“‘(V’-u2)+(Uu)2~ ‘-’ 0 0 ( u U >I 
x Q(u) Q(u) 1” g(t)/(t@(t))’ dt du du 
u 
00 
I s 
02 
= C(uv) 
2(n - M)(v2 _ U2) + U2n- 8M + 2v2n(v2U4M - 2 _ U4”)] 
0 0 
x G(u) G(v)/” g(t)/(t@(t))‘du do. 
” 
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This last integral is nonnegative as 
(uv) 2(n - M+2 _ u2) + U2n - 8M + 2v2n(v2U4M- 2 _ ,4M) 
is a homogeneous polynomial of degree 4n - 4M + 2 that is nonnegative for 
u and u real, u 60. This completes the proof of (v). 
(vi) We show that 
is nonnegative for integers n k A4 and nonnegative integers p and 1. We first 
add and subtract the appropriate terms to get 
-[2(n-M+1)-1]~,_,+,~,6,+,-[2(n-M)-1]~,-,-,~,+,+, 
+ [2(n+P+z)- ll 6n+p+l-16n-M 
+ [2(n-M)- l1 b-M-16n+p+, 
+ C2tn+p)- l1 &I-M+,&+p-l 
+ C2b+P+l)- ll Jn-MSn+p+161 
- CW-w- 11 &l+p+lLM~l 
- [2(n+P+f)-11~,-MS,+,+,~, 
= 
s 
O” U2(n-M+I--l)+l@~ (~1 du jam v~(“+~)@(u) dv 
0 
+.r 
U2(n~M-l)+l@‘(U)dU 
s 
m  V2(n+P++jj(v)d21 
0 0 
- s cc U2(n+p+I-ll)+1@~ (u) du jam v2(n ~ “‘CD(U) du 0 
- U2(n-M--1)+1@,yU)du s O” “2(n+P+/)@(V) du 0 
- 
s 
m U2(“-M+‘)@(U) du j”: U2(n+~-0+l@f(y) du 
0 0 
- u2(” - M’@(~) du jm u2(n+P+/--l)+1@~(U) du 
0 
U2(n+P+/)@(U)du jam v2(~-~--l)+l@r(v)& 
162 C. L. PRATHER 
U2@ - “‘ (u) du s Cc U2(n+P+l-1)+1@f(2j)& 0 
m  a2 
= 
s s 
[U 
2(n--M+/)U2(n-M)+U2(n-M)U2(n-M+/)] 0 0 
cc 03 = s s (uv) 2(n - M) [u 2(~+M)_~2(p+M)][~2/+~2/] 0 0 
x @p(u) G(o) i“‘ g( t)/( t@( t))2 dt du dv. 
u 
Again, by Theorem 1, this integral is nonnegative, since 
(uu) 
2(n- M) 
[Iv 
2(p+M)_U2(~+M)][U2/+V2/] 
is a homogeneous polynomial of degree 4n - 2M + 21 that is nonnegative 
for u and v real, u < u. 
Remarks and Questions. 
1. Is there a measure on the real line with respect to which weighted 
Jensen polynomials are orthogonal? 
2. Do the weighted Jensen polynomials {F,(t)},, , satisfy a second- 
order ordinary differential equation with entire, or even complex analytic, 
coefficients? 
3. Do the F,,(t) satisfy a three term recurrence relation? If so, Shohat 
[13] has a method for constucting the second-order ordinary differential 
equation that the F,,(t) satisfy. 
If question 2 has a positive answer, then might a more direct approach 
be used to prove Turan-type inequalities for F,(t)? Gasper used such an 
approach for Jacobi polynomials in [3]. 
Iliev [6, 73 has recently published interesting work on Turan-type 
inequalities for Riemanian entire functions. A much older paper is one by 
Skovgaard [ 111. 
Finally, results similar to those given in Theorem 2 also hold for the 
coefficients of the Turanian of polynomials Q,(t), n = 1, 2, . . . . where 
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